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Dear Reader,
 
Three years ago, at the beginning of
2020, we first reported that HUBER had
added another dryer type to its dryer
product portfolio.
In addition to the HUBER Belt Dryer BT
and solar drying with the HUBER Sludge
Turner SOLSTICE®, the HUBER Disc
Dryer RotaDry® has since become an
integral part of HUBER's drying technology range.
 
As a contact dryer operated with steam as heat source, the
RotaDry® is predestined for partial drying of sewage sludge
in combination with thermal sewage sludge utilisation. 
 
Read in the current newsletter which special product
features distinguish the HUBER Disc Dryer and find out
about our experiences from the first project “Hannover-Lahe“
and the further projects ”VERA Hamburg” and ”Berlin-
Waßmannsdorf”.
 
Enjoy an interesting read and stay curious!

 
Johann Grienberger

 

     

     
     

  
  

 

The new HUBER Disc Dryer RotaDry®
HUBER has extended its product portfolio with a contact
dryer for sewage sludge: The Disc Dryer RotaDry® is based
on the contact drying principle and, compared to other drying
processes, convinces among other things by its compact
design. The HUBER RotaDry® is an ideal addition to the
overall process of a sewage sludge recycling plant.
 

More ...
 

 

   
   

   
  

 Innovation for drying sewage sludge: The benefits of the
HUBER Disc Dryer RotaDry®
Extensive know-how, decades of experience, and intensive
studies and discussions: In 2020, HUBER presented the
Disc Dryer RotaDry®, which impresses with its compact
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design and several innovative features and functionalities –
offering decisive advantages for reliable state-of-the-art
drying of sewage sludge.
 

More ...
 

   
   

   
  

 

HUBER Disc Dryer RotaDry®: Trial disc dryer for small-
scale tests
Project-specific evaluation of the drying of sewage sludges
is extremely important in order to assess risks and optimize
designs in terms of process engineering. For this reason,
HUBER 2021 decided to develop a compact test disc dryer –
for test purposes at the company’s headquarters in Berching
and extensive tests for interested potential customers.
 

More ...
 

 

   
   

   
  

 

Animation: The HUBER Disc Dryer RotaDry®
Get interesting insights into the functionality and features of
the HUBER Disc Dryer RotaDry® in the animation on the
official YouTube channel of HUBER SE.
 

More ...
 

 

   
   

   
  

 

Success story continues: HUBER SE receives major
order to deliver three disc dryers for Germany's largest
sewage sludge incineration plant
On the way to the largest sewage sludge incineration plant
in Germany, HUBER will supply three Disc Dryers RotaDry®

for the expansion of VERA Hamburg. Erection is expected to
start towards the end of 2023, commissioning is scheduled
for 2024.
 

More ...
 

 

   
   

   
  

 

Over 40 tons of sewage sludge per hour: Berlin-
Waßmannsdorf STP receives four HUBER Disc Dryers
RotaDry®
HUBER delivers four Disc Dryers RotaDry® to the
Waßmannsdorf sewage sludge treatment plant in Berlin,
which is located on the site of the wastewater treatment
plant of the same name. In the future, the HUBER Disc
Dryers RotaDry® will be used there for partial drying of up to
40,800 kg/h sewage sludge.
 

More ...
 

 

   
   

   
  

 Plant for mono-incineration of sewage sludge in
Hannover-Lahe: HUBER Disc Dryer RotaDry® ready for
hot commissioning
Two HUBER Disc Dryers RotaDry® 2050 M will be used as
pre-dryers for fuel preparation of sewage sludge at the
Hannover-Lahe sewage sludge mono-incineration plant. The
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environmentally friendly heat generated will then be
available to around 5,000 households.
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